Top 10 ALL TIME gulet cruise related Q & A!
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Is it safe to travel with gulets and will I be SEASICK? Gulets do not cross oceans. They
always travel close to the shore and if the weather is bad, gulet will always stay in a safe
port. You should not be seasick as gulets are large, heavy and stable vessels.
Can I afford this? Gulet cruise prices range from 400 €/person/week and up to 50.000
€/week/gulet. If your holiday budget is anywhere inside this range, then you can afford it.
Will I be bored? What can I even do on a gulet cruise? Swimming. Snorkeling. Water
sports. Island hoping. Town exploration. Lots of eating and drinking. Hiking. Sunbathing.
Enjoying a good book. Nature parks. History cruises. Partying. Sleeping….The list goes on.
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Is it hard to find something appropriate? The choices are overwhelming? 500 gulets x
50 itineraries x 30 activities = 750.000 combinations! The purpose of an agency is to help
you determine which combination is the best for you.
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Is this type of holidays for me? Lets put it this way. If you like to spend entire day in a
room, if you hate sun, sea and seeing lots of different places. If you like crowded hotels and
if you like to drive around with a bus a lot – THEN GULETS ARE NOT FOR YOU!
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Why would I choose a gulet over a hotel or private vila? The main reason is that gulets
move around. And your room travels with you wherever you go. This gives you superb
possibility to experience much more in much more comfortable way then in hotel holidays.
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Why would I choose a gulet over motor yacht or sailing yacht? Gulets are by default
much more comfortable and bigger (cheaper) then motor yachts. Sailing yachts are for
sports while gulets are for leisure.
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Is it better to book directly with gulet owner or it is better to use an agency? If you wish
to get a cheaper deal it can happen you will get if from some (foolish) owner directly. But
foolish owner will also give you foolish headaches during the cruise. And when this happens,
you have nobody to call to back you up. Also check the Q & A no.4 again.
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How can I use hard economy and recession to get me a crazy discount? Find a gulet
owner that is without money and desperate to get your money (to pay off his credit to a bank)
and you will get a huge discount for sure. But ask yourself before you book a gulet for 50%
off if this is really such a good idea?
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Is it better to book a cabin and join others or it is better to book entire gulet? If you can
get a group of at least 6 people try to book a gulet. You can then organize your route, food
and preferences according to your wishes. In cabin charter everything is fixed in advance.

Click here and plan your own tailor made Blue Cruise.
Or find more Q & A at http://www.goolets.com/faq/general-info

